A computational model of human pitch strength and height judgments.
A synchronization model of pitch processing was extended to include lateral inhibition mechanisms that have been observed in the mammalian mid brain, and information integration mechanisms consistent with observed changes to response fields of mammalian auditory cortex neurons. Model parameters for the inhibition mechanisms were adapted to fit model outputs to observed temporal dynamics of pitch height difference limens from the literature. Pitch strength was defined as the certainty of pitch height judgment, and was calculated by normalizing model responses by their mean. The model was adapted to fit experimental pitch strength data reported in the literature for pure tones and harmonic complexes. It was proposed that pitch height is first estimated in relation to patterns (or templates) of tonotopic activation on the auditory nerve for particular stimulus types. These patterns are stored in long term memory. This pitch height estimation primes cortical pitch neurons to integrate finely tuned pitch information from the inferior colliculus across the periodotopic and tonotopic dimensions. Predicted pitch strength for complexes of unresolved harmonics, iterated rippled noise and amplitude modulated tones using this model also conformed to behavioral data from the literature.